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The Cruise to Lord Howe Island 2015
Paul Westcott foreshadowed a cruise to Lord Howe Island (LHI), having circumnavigated
Australia a few years before in his Jeanneau 42DS, Guinevere. Expressions of interest were
sought in the late 2014 for ASC and Palm Beach members for participation in a cruise to LHI.
This was to be a casual cruise with each vessel responsible for its own schedule and safe
progress. The intention was to agree on a 2 – 3 week window of time for the return voyage
and thence each skipper to make his/her own decision on more specific weather windows.
More than a dozen interested parties met at the clubhouse in February 2015 to discuss the
many issues in achieving such an ambition. Several of us had been expressing an interest in
getting to LHI for a while, but there has always been something alluding or distracting us
from getting there by boat to this magic island. The barriers to going are many. Firstly, there
are numerous sages telling you their favorite horror story, complete with East Coast lows,
dreadful nights dragging anchors in rocky bays, the East Australian Current (EAC) and the
fearful sea-mounts. Then the insurance companies pretend LHI is not part of Australia and
you must somehow be deranged to want to even consider going there. Try persuading a
crew, who has heard all about it, what a great time they are going to have. More seriously,
the planning is somewhat complex, the preparation is effectively Cat 1, crew experience is
desirable and navigating to a small target in the middle of the Tasman Sea needs to be
competent. Our deliberations finally resulted in firm commitments from three interested
parties from ASC and three more from Palm Beach. Paul is a meticulous planner and
provided a blueprint of a cruise to and from LHI to take place in March. The timing followed
the conventional wisdom to go after the risk of the tail end of cyclones and before winter
gales started to bite or wait till the following October for the same reasons. The key issues
were: suitability of crew, LHI harbor protocols, survey of the vessel and insurance, hire of
liferaft (in survey) and Personal Locator Beacons (PLBs) for all of the crew.

Guinevere

Paul Westcott skippered the Jeanneau 42DS Guinevere. His crew outbound to LHI was Gavin
and Deborah Birch and Jon and Astrid Barber. Jim Flaye and Bernard Wildernik replaced
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Gavin and Deborah on the return trip. Although Guinevere had been thoroughly upgraded
for the passage around Australia, Paul had her slipped at the RPA, surveyed and all matters
attended to in preparing for a short ocean voyage. Two additional items of technology were
appraised and fully tested for the voyage being: a satellite tracking device that enabled a SMS
signal and emails of position and key messages to be relayed from ship to shore; and a
planning product Predict that provided weather routing with alternative routes based on
wind, seas, currents and estimated boat speeds to provide an optimized track.
Near midnight on 12 March, Guinevere departed her mooring at the Basin to avoid leaving
on Friday 13th. Over the next 2.5 days we averaged over 7 knots and for the first 30 hours the
wind averaged about 25 knots. We arrived 12 hours ahead of schedule and were given the
ok by the Harbor Master (also policeman) to enter the lagoon and pick up our allocated
mooring.
The first 24 hours tested the crew as it was windy often raining with the occasional blast of
sea water on the face from spray to keep us awake. Sea sickness was an issue for the first day

The view from about 30 miles out.

Happy Crew – we made it !

The lagoon looking north

Sunset over the lagoon.
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One of the many walks on the Island

Dave and Jim on route to Ball’s Pyramid.

The place to meet for coffee and a chat.

How to spend the time when conditions are good.

Guinevere at her mooring – about a km from the
jetty.

Our moorings – Poupre and Guinevere in the
photo.
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Entrance to the lagfoon.
Mt Gower – a good 8 hour climb.

The Lagoon with Mt Gower in the background

The view from part way up Mt Gower.

but everyone came good and by the last day with the sun out and appetite returned we were
all smiles. A highlight was seeing Lord Howe over 40 miles away and then watch the island
grow over the next 6 hours as we sailed toward her. The highest point is over 800 metres
which at a distance is just a bump.
Shore activities included climbing Mt Gower, snorkeling lots of walks and cycling. Gavin and
Debra flew home unfortunately with some injuries (ankle damaged on a bush walk and
shoulder damaged from a fall on the way over).
After 10 days on shore at midday 25 March, Guinevere departed the lagoon through the
northern passage one more time. The crew back were Paul, Jon and Astrid, Jim and Bernard.
Paul was not a pretty sight on departure as the day before he did a swan dive over the
handles bars of the bike and smashed his face something terrible (and elbows, knees,
knuckles etc). Bit touch and go whether he was up to the trip but with crew backing and the
first 24 hours tucked into bed with teddy bear and Panadol forte he came good. The
conditions were brisk with northerly winds pushing us a little south of west. It was not long
before the island receded behind us and with the wind veering a bit back to the east, we
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could easily clear the seamounts to the north and return close to the rhum line. During the
night of the 25th in the early hours, a bulk carrier came up from the south. Paul monitored
the progress through the AIS on the chart plotter and called the duty officer on the VHF, who
duly responded with affirmative recognition of our position, passing a couple of miles ahead
of Guinevere. We were a little surprised to see this ship this far out being some 300 miles off
the coast and heading nor-east, but that is what a good lookout is all about.
Guinevere continued to sail well down the rhum line during much of the following day. We
took the opportunity to take a sun sight with both Paul and Jim attempting to bring down the
meridian passage, but for one reason or another our timing was somewhat amiss. Well into
the night, we came to an electrical storm, which could be delineated on the radar and its
progression towards us. The wind became variable and faded. A brief counsel was convened
on lightening, mobiles headed for the oven and the engine was started. With the storm came
the change in wind direction and soon Guinevere was tacking into a sou-west wind that
pushed us to the north of the rhum line. Where was the EAC when you needed it? That night
of the 27th we picked up the light of Sugar Loaf at Seal Rocks and later Point Stephens to
cross the shipping lanes without incident. The wind backed to the sou-east to free our
passage southward before a dying wind required some motor power to accelerate our
passage back into Broken Bay on the 28 March: An elapsed time of 75 hours with a distance
travelled of 424 miles compared to the rhum line of 404 miles. The log had been consistently
over reading so it was hard to deduce the full impact of the EAC, whose mysterious ways
continue to confound the navigator.
Some things we learnt:






Three hour watches worked well
Precooked simple food is the way to go
The AIS was great especially dodging 42 ships off Newcastle
The sat phone, GPS message worked really well and is a cheap option also suitable for bush
walking etc. Complements the EPIRB; does not replace it.
Predict wind was a very useful tool to give us a preferred route.

Pourpre
David Hyde skippered the Fontaine Pajot 40' catamaran Pourpre with a crew of four
including: Kingsley Forbes-Smith, Rob Hyde and Alan Chappell.
Some time ago, I was introduced to a statement: "You can plan and prepare, or you can
cruise". Deciding where you lie on this infinite line makes all the difference. With Pourpre,
she was prepared within limits and so too her crew. Kingsley was a "blow in" after deciding
that Bella Vita and her crew were not yet up to an ocean cruise. Alan and Rob both
experienced boaters and divers joined us, keen, but with little sailing experience.
Another cruiser statement is "For a cruising rendezvous, you can set the place or the date,
but not both place and date together". So crew, partners and friends booked flights and
accommodation, it was now almost set in stone. In good cruising planning, with a tropical
cyclone up North many were worried about where it’s path might go and whether they could
be caught up in some heavy weather. So as the weather changed, the date to leave was
slipped later, then brought forward somewhat. Then we slipped the mooring on Thursday
12th around 9pm, (just) missed the Clareville yacht mark and headed out to sea.
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A steady southerly-ish of around 15+ knots with a rising swell made the passage quite
bumpy in the cat but at a reasonable pace. Decisions to reef hard and early prevailed so there
were no panics on deck slowed that pace somewhat. Pourpre ripped along to the north of the
sea mounts and after a 12hr motor approaching Lord Howe we arrived in under 2.5 days,
called up the local authorities, came through the channel that seemed only a metre or 2
wider than us and were guided onto a mooring closest to the wharf (still 0.5km away) at
around 8am.
Some of the crew however did not fair as well, Rob after a major back operation last year
needed both hands holding on to stay upright, so had very limited mobility and Alan after 6
hours at sea started to suffer the most severe seasickness I have seen, which lasted the rest
of the journey. That left Dave and Kingsley to navigate, lookout, eat, fix toilets, adjust sails
and sleep while "Auto" did nearly all the steering.
On arrival, the first job was to find the dead flying fish (3) that had landed onboard during
the trip, Dave was congratulated on his fishing skills, at less than 10cms long, not quite
enough for a feast yet. The second job was to get Alan ashore (a known cure for seasickness),
to my amazement, he could not only walk, but fit enough to walk a long way, extraordinary.
This fitness showed up again later as he walked around the island, up and down mountains
repeatedly with seemingly no after effects.
The second job was to check in and hire bikes, the bikes were brilliant, used by everyone
however security proved to be a bit of a hiccup as we "lost" 2 from the wharf area, borrowed
to go ?? ... no problem for the hire place, they would be a bit tricky to smuggle off the island.
Over the days, 2 other tasks raised their ugly heads. The first was communication, the locals
view modern technology like mobile phones and the internet as the devils work and will not
allow the former to be installed on the island. That leaves VHF radio which is far from ideal
as the portable VHF did not reach over the hill to the accommodation. The toilets, showers
and washing machine were all at the wharf, so careful planning was required to avoid
waiting for hours as others may or may not arrive. The deal was whoever was onboard look
at the ramp on the hour every hour and if waiting onshore, stand on the ramp and wave.
The second issue was managing ship to shore transport. At high tide the swell rolled over the
reef into the lagoon, making the boat ramp dangerous and with lots of "metal bits" under the
wharf, trying up was a carefully considered affair. Another visiting yacht sunk half their
duck, fortunately we were able to salvage their engine before it also sunk.
On a brighter note we were privileged to experience some great weather, wonderful walks
eg up Mount Gower in near perfect conditions (youtube: Kingsley "mount gower petrels")
and some wonderful snorkeling off the boat and around the reef, the coral, fish and 1 turtle
were amazing. The internet at the cafe provided a lifeline to the outside world (at least
weather and emails) but it was a bit sloooooow. Did I mention that it was very slooooow and
took ages to load annnythiiiiing.
As the time went on, attention was turned to planning for the return, after some discussion,
both Alan and Rob booked plane flights home which left Dave & Kingsley as the only crew,
despite numerous attempts to tempt others to sign up for the return voyage . A requirement
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of the local Police was "if onboard, a VHF radio must be left on". But it was a bit of a surprise
to get a call from the police to advise that Rob was not flying today, can you come ashore and
pick him up? The planes pilot had decided not to land due to some storms floating around,
much to the frustration of many, the 2 planes were sent back to Sydney and Brisbane. Rob
was left cursing the pilot for not at least having a go at landing as the other pilot had
suggested. Apparently if the pilot of one plane pulls out the other is duty bound to follow
their action and turn back also.
It is interesting to note that LHI is the most challenging airport in Qantas Link’s network and
threats by Qantas Link to abandon the port after the current contract has expired are a very
real threat to the islands future viability. Apparently the airline wants the Island Board to
agree to extending the runway so they can bring larger aircraft in as they are retiring their
smaller aircraft. This will have significant effect on the island’s environment or it’s economy
depending on what happens.
Weather planning for the return voyage was not exactly easy, but achievable and we set off
at daybreak (actually 9am) with a light northerly.
Almost the first 24 hours was "champagne" sailing, broad reach, making good time, cooking
up good food on a stable, level platform (otherwise known as a catamaran). This time we
chose to go the south of the sea mounts and get there before a southerly was due. We didn't
quite make it and were quickly facing some very lumpy disturbed sea conditions. We slowed
our pace to a crawl as Pourpre happily went up and over lots of little water mountains. From
there, we required some decisions on direction, if we kept sailing we could head to
Melbourne or we could tack and head to Brisbane. With a strong Southerly predicted there
was a proposal to sail to Wollongong then tack and sail back up the coast with it. Fortunately
sanity and diesel power prevailed as we cut our losses and proceed to burn lots of diesel
heading into the wind but straight for home. It is easy to see how you can end up in
unexpected destinations like Brisbane if you stick to the old school thinking of insisting on
sailing instead of motoring or if you don’t have the option of motoring.
On the final evening approaching the mainland there was much excitement on the bridge as
another vessel of reasonable size was spotted on the starboard bow with some unfamiliar
navigation lights, after a nervous wait it turned out to a coal ship making a dash for
Newcastle harbour so was not competing for the same patch of water as us. The same could
not be said for the next vessel that we encountered which turned out to be cruise ship
heading down the coast. After an hour or so of delusional optimism thinking that we were
slowing crossing it’s bow the ship decide to speed up (well that’s my story and I’m sticking to
it) and left no doubt as to who would be crossing who or cutting them in half as the case may
be. After witnessing a bow wave about 15 feet high I slowed Pourpre to 2 kts and steered her
in the same direction as the cruise liner. It took little time for the liner to get ahead of us so
after allowing some extra room for any prop wash I turned in behind. Just at that moment
Kingsley appeared to take over his watch. At first glance he thought we were on an imminent
collision course which must have woken him up real fast before he realised they were
heading away from us much to his relief.
Some hours later as the sun was beginning to appear the familiar welcome sight of
Barrenjoey Head appeared in the distance.
We finally arrived back at the mooring in Pittwater, after just under 3 days, not a record but
not that bad either. Pourpre had performed almost perfectly with only a few minor faults
occuring.
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A few hours sleep were well deserved before the cleanup and unpacking started. A trip to
remember and would love to go back.
On 23 March, David Hyde invited ASC crews to accompany him around LHI. David was
moored snugly in the northern anchorage and confidently exited the pass through the reef,
south along LHI into a rough, short sharp sea. The cat coped well, though considerable
engine power was needed to power over the seas, which were particularly turbulent in the
shallow waters south of LHI, moderating in the deeper trough between the island and Ball’s
pyramid, some 13 miles to the south. David piloted the cat between the Wheatsheef rock and
Ball’s Pyramid that towered above us to 552 metres. Surely, one of the most amazing
nautical phenomena on the planet. It is stunning and we were cruising round this incredible
edifice. The return trip was assisted with a beam wind and following sea. Pourpre traversed
the east coast of LHI, passing the infamous Wolf Rock. Here HMS Nottingham committed one
of the more serious breaches of the Articles of War by going astern onto the rocks during a
sightseeing visit by the Captain to the islands about a decade ago. We passed through the
northern passage between LHI and the Admiralty Islands, which are known for excellent
scuba diving. Pourpre had passed a couple of bays suitable for anchoring, if the lagoon
cannot be entered or the winds from the west are untenable. Pourpre re-entered the
northern passage, passed two green conicals, along the triangular transits on Dawsons Point
and back into the lagoon. Thus we concluded on a fantastic day of nautical sightseeing.

Scoundrel
Scoundrel was designed as a fast, safe, passage maker – and we are pleased to report that she
lived up to expectations. Launched in 1999, her vital statistics for the voyage can be
summarized as follows:











LOA: 50 feet (15.3 m)
Displacement: 13.5 tonne
Draft: 2.25 metres
Rig: masthead sloop, with inner staysail backup
Typical working sail area: 100 sq. metres (plus, 30 sq. metres staysail)
engine: 60 hp Perkins diesel
fuel: 600 litres in two tanks
water: 600 litres in two tanks
YA special regulations: essentially CAT 2 (liferaft hired for trip)
Tender: took a small RIB and 2 outboards plus, borrowed a RIB at LHI.

We had a crew of five for both legs, including for outbound: Rick Hall, Ian Craig, Karl Nielsen,
Martin Burke and Jim Flaye; Bruce Dey replaced Jim on the return trip. The crew all proved
to be extremely capable and a great mix, we all had our strengths and weaknesses and
meshed well together. Everyone was diligent with lifejackets and lifelines from dusk ‘til
dawn and each of us had our own personal EPIRB and headlamp. Hence, there were never
any concerns in relation to boat handling and safety and so everyone relaxed and slept well
during their off shifts. We embarked a few days later than the other boats on both legs and
were fortunate to access generally benign weather, resulting in comfortable trips and no
seasickness issues. The journey took us two and a half days each way.
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As Scoundrel had not been cruising for a while, a significant amount of preparation was
undertaken in the weeks prior to departure, including a hull clean rig and sail checks, decontaminating 300 litres of diesel, checking the medical chest and testing out the HF radio. In
addition, a waste holding tank was installed and the compass was swung and the log checked
against the Pittwater magic mile. Making sure all the paperwork was up to date for various
registrations/licences/inspections of radios, EPIRB and safety equipment all took its time as
well. Insurance cover was a little tricky also as most policies cover for 250nm off mainland
Australia and Tasmania; LHI does not quite fit this criterion. Cover was finally gained after
providing extensive detail about the vessel (including recent survey), crew and not
insignificant increases in both premium and claim excess.
So on 18 March, Scoundrel set off with the crew chomping at the bit refueling at RMYC
Newport and taking on a ton of provisions including a full complement of kit including
snorkels, flippers, fishing and other recreation gear: some food was squeezed in also. At 50
feet, Scoundrel just swallowed up the crew and gear and was glad to be at sea at last with
start of passage at 1830, off Barrenjoey lighthouse. With little wind, and not too much
promised, the donk had to assist in getting Scoundrel east across the north-south shipping
lane, with the three hour rolling watch kicking in. Scoundrel chose to stay close to the
rhumbline and marveled at the malevolence of the EAC, which in total stole 50 miles and in
the end gave us 20 back. With the new moon rising with the sun, the nights were dark and
brilliant for stargazing.
The next day provided an opportunity to get out the sextant and shoot the sun, which when
coupled with Venus in the twilight, a running fix provided a couple of position lines
intercepting somewhere within 10 miles of the GPS position – very satisfying, but isn’t GPS
marvelous! Just read lat and long, record in the hourly log and watch the slow increments
move along the chart.
The spinnaker provided some entertainment having not seen the light of day for a fair while,
but once up provided a great ride. It does help to have an experienced crew in numbers and
down it came before darkness fell. The wind rose with a distant electrical storm lighting up
the eastern skyline. The wind was due to gradually back from the north into the south before
coming from the east in a day’s time. Scoundrel powered into the gloom of a dark night at 9
to 10 knots through the water, having crossed the northern end of the Barcoo seamount. The
seamounts mark an interesting inflection point for the EAC with depths shoaling from 4.5
km to 280 metres in the space of a few miles. Hence, the reputation for very turbulent water
that we were pleased not to experience; an ugly place to be when southeast flowing current
meets strong opposing winds. Early in the dark morning, with clouds obscuring the heavens,
we closed in on LHI and at 0400 the shape of the island could be seen with dim lights of the
leads into the harbour becoming apparent. Before us was the northern end of LHI and Mount
Eliza becoming defined in the morning twilight. We hove to and drifted south along the
length of the island before the Port Operations Manager, the ubiquitous police officer,
advised us of our mooring accessible through Erscott’s Passage into the south of the lagoon.
The passage into the lagoon, following the Port Operations Manager was straightforward
enough with pilotage relying on the transit provided by two conifers on the shoreline,
monitoring the shoaling depths between the gap in the outer reefs, coming up close to that
headland and heading back nor-west in the direction of Blackburn Island, where Scoundrel
was moored in a deeper pool. There was little water under us and the tide was making
towards the high. Although protected by the reef to the west and the island to the north,
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there is considerable motion in the lagoon, especially at high water. So Scoundrel was
fortunate to be lying to the new wind direction coming up from the east for much of the stay
at the island.
The town quay had the freighter alongside discharging cargo from Port Macquarie. Beyond
the quay lies a slip where dinghies can be pulled up and use made of showers and laundry:
these are excellent facilities and an access key is available as part of the mooring fee. Water
is also available and fuel can be brought down to the slip, but at some cost. The slip is some 7
cables to the north of the mooring behind Blackburn Island and across open lagoon. No point
in donning smart garb for lunch and dinner at the numerous cafes and restaurants: a
reasonable soaking of warm water being inevitable. The island offers terrific walks and
climbs. Jim donned climbing boots and set-off up Mount Gower for the best view in paradise
at 875 metres. Sadly the organized climb was abandoned as one of the party goofed-off and
Jim had to be satisfied with climbing the Goat House on Mount Lidgbird with terrific views
north to the Admiralty Islands. Next day a large game-fishing boat was anchored in the
lagoon and cleaning marlin and kingfish. Generously, they offered some large fillets of
kingfish making up a dozen steaks for a shore side BBQ that night. What a magnificent feast
was had on the shoreline of LHI looking out across the lagoon. Crews from Guinevere and
Scoundrel were sheltered by the Norfolk pines from the odd shower of rain that came with
the fast changing conditions experienced on the island.
As a general rule, we ate and slept onboard. Transfers to and from shore were often wet
though, as the weather progressed through its full repertoire during our stay. Having a
second tender was great and enabled a lot more independence. We did avail ourselves of the
hospitality and lovely surrounds of the Anchorage Café on more than one occasion to imbibe
in a coffee or beer or both. Push bikes are the way to go on LHI: just hire them and pedal to
wherever for a walk, swim or snorkel. Just remember to take a headlamp as lighting is
negligible. We were near the end of the swimming season as water temperatures were
dropping, but is was still comfortable in the water and well recommended.
The weather was often contrary during our stay and for our scheduled departure it was still
howling out of the southwest, so we opted to enjoy the rock concert instead and supported
the local bar. The next morning we returned to the airport meteorological station to review
our options. The meteorologist was incredibly helpful and forthcoming with various
computer models to assist with our trip planning. In the end, we decided to leave on the
midday high tide and avail ourselves of the forecast northerlies for next eighteen hours. The
plan was to get us south of the Barcoo seamount on the northerlies and then pick up a
favourable northwest and subsequently, westerly current sweeping around the seamount
before hitting the forecast sou’westerly front the next morning.
Our very friendly and helpful police officer guided us out of the lagoon at 1400 on 26 March.
There was essentially no wind so we motored on a tourist trip to Ball’s Pyramid – although
out of our way, it is seriously impressive. At 1700 we left Ball’s Pyramid behind and headed
on 220 degrees magnetic for home. Before long however, Bruce scored a massive Dorado as
we trolled under power. This five foot monster made it to the stern of the boat before
breaking the fishing gear – probably fortunate, as we had limited options available
thereafter.
The forecast northerlies were fine but did not arrive until 2300, were from the northwest
and disappointedly stayed for only eight hours, not the eighteen we had hoped for. They
were replaced by a 25-30 knot squall out of the south followed by 36 hours of 10-20 knots
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from the southwest. The end result was that the wind combined with the current rapidly
pushed us over the top of the Barcoo seamount and back towards the rhumbline from LHI to
Pittwater. We altered our course accordingly, and as the breeze shifted south, we were able
to cling to the rhumbline on 240 degrees magnetic. By midnight of the 28 March the breeze
had died to a light southerly and we motor- sailed home. No complaints though as we had
brochure sailing for much of the return trip with fast, comfortable rides. Furling of the genoa
and reefing of the main was common, but simple and beneficial. The auto pilot was rarely
used during sailing as everyone was keen to steer under such lovely conditions.
At 1100 on the morning of 29 March we arrived off Barrenjoey lighthouse and proceeded to
the RPAYC for unloading, clean up and a celebratory lunch with our wives. Then back to the
mooring at Clareville. A great trip had by all and thanks to all for such a pleasant and
memorable journey with not a harsh word spoken. Scoundrel survived unscathed, apart from
three bilge pumps that required replacement and face cloth jammed in the toilet macerator
that caused minor inconvenience.
Just a few more statistics for those interested.
Food: we ate three good meals a day, with many, less than healthy, snacks in between. Each
of us provided a frozen meal and several back up cans of soup, etc.
Alcohol: none during the voyage but plenty available when moored.
Navigation: basically, onboard chartplotter with GPS; backup with laptop computers and
sextant (for outward leg only)
Safety: all the standard vessel EPIRB, MOB, personal EPIRB, grab bag, etc. In particular,
diligence and care by each crew. Also, we opted for a satellite messenger/GPS tracker by
Delorme and although a little tedious to get going initially, was a useful link with family and
Guinevere, which also carried one.
Autopilot: a must really, but we rarely used it when sailing
AIS: although we had DSC on the HF radio, there was no AIS. Conditions were great and
shipping minimal, but an AIS would still have been good.
Performance: although we often cracked 10+ knots, we only averaged 7 knots over the
ground, reflecting the adverse influence of the EAC and some slow periods
Engine: typically, 2000 rpm gave us 7 knots and 5 litres per hour consumption.
Roster: with 5 crew we ran a rolling 3 hour roster with one new watch coming up each 1.5
hours; a highly recommended system
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early morning arrival

Safe mooring

Bilge pump issues

There is always weather

..but still OK for swimming

Awaiting our crew to fly in

Being led out of Erscott’s P.

Reefs never far away
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Ball’s Pyramid – say no more

It was a whopper

Great sailing

…. and more sailing

What a trip!

Summary
Thus in three voyages, varying from three weeks to ten days with 14 crew included six fine
days of sailing some 850 miles of the Tasman, a day to cruise around the islands, days with
some walking, some good eating and drinking, a bit of R&R makes a terrific cruise to one of
the world’s most remarkable islands. Three weeks after returning, an east coast low howls
through Avalon. On looking at the synoptics, the pressure was quite high and had not fallen
precipitously. Before we departed for LHI, a couple of troughs looked a bit ominous, but
were not considered by the weather forecasters as significant. The striking difference
between the two systems can be found in reviewing the 500mb weather charts from the
Bureau, which clearly indicate the formation of the higher-level disturbance responsible for
the East Coast low. Were we just lucky in our timing, or did we manage the odds just right?
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In navigating, LHI is a very small target in a very large sea. Before GPS, there was a
significant challenge to find the place. Ian and Jan Mitchell’s book ‘Two in a Top Hat’ tells us
of what can happen back in the 70s when sailing to the island was a challenge taking 12 days
to get there. The voyage provides the opportunity to dig out the sextant, sight reduction
tables and almanac and refresh the memory and techniques with taking a position in midocean. Being a true ocean voyage, preparation and crew experience become more important.
Some say if you have it good going, it will get you on the way back. Maybe, not necessarily
and the rewards of getting to this magical island the real way are infinite. What is next?

